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Wildlife won the 2014 Children’s Book of the Year Award for Older Readers. At first glance 

it is a safe, middle-class tale of best friends and boyfriends and growing up above the very 

comfortable safety net provided to those children whose families can afford a private school 

education in contemporary Australia. Even Wood’s previous young adult novel, Six 

Impossible Things (2010), threw some genuine discomfort in, acknowledging what happens 

when that net drops to the sawdust below. Its opening scene has the protagonist being 

unceremoniously ejected from a private school the moment his family can no longer stump 

up the fees. In Wildlife, however, everyone’s biggest problems are purely emotional – yet that 

is its great strength. The story, in essence, is a portrait of the initial foray of the childish heart 

into the complexities of adult life. 

It is wrong to view young adult novels as instruction manuals for growing up. Certainly 

young people may read them and get ideas from them, but novels like Wildlife don’t attempt 

to guide. Fiona Wood has taken a specific portion of what it means to be human – to mature 

and grow – and painted a rich, subtle picture of this process that can be understood and felt 

by anyone who has experienced it, or who is yet to. Young adult novels depict the moment in 

a person’s life when they change from the child they are into the adult they will become. It is 

this singular, defining aspect that gives young adult literature such a diverse range of stories 

and genres. It is why young readers looking for stories about themselves can see the 

terrifying, thrilling kernel of their own changing lives placed in every kind of setting from the 

unimaginably fantastical to the clairvoyantly familiar (with Wildlife falling very firmly into 

the latter). It is also the reason that adult readers can gain every bit as much pleasure from a 

book with ‘young adult’ somewhere on the cover as from one that does not. Wildlife typifies 

the young adult novel that reaches all readers, regardless of age, because of the skill with 



 

 

which it portrays the almost universal experience of growing up. (To be clear: this review 

will not be a diatribe about how young adult literature is just like and, therefore, just as good 

as other kinds of literature. Genre ranking will be left for internet comments pages.)  

Dual first-person narrators, Sibylla and Lou, are navigating a term of year ten having 

been shipped away to their private school’s outdoor education campus, Mt Fairweather. The 

setting represents an interesting sideways nod to John Marsden in its resemblance to Geelong 

Grammar’s storied Timbertop campus. The Tomorrow series’ author both taught English 

there, and built a great career out of also dropping young characters into the Australian bush 

to get on with the very young adult business of becoming adults. Sibylla and Lou are not 

navigating a war zone (aside from a little Chekhovian gunfire), but they definitely have some 

growing up to do. Each arrives bearing the bruises of recent change and these are the first 

hints of Wood’s talent for creating original young characters. Lou grieves over the death of 

her boyfriend, Fred, who was killed in a motor accident some twelve months previously. Lou 

and Fred were competent supporting characters from Wood’s previous novel Six Impossible 

Things, and the last time we see them they are ‘making like limpets on the dance floor’.1 As 

the bookish pals of the leading protagonists, they provided a nice rounding off to the 

impossible love theme, even though it doesn’t seem too far-fetched that two people possessed 

of dry wit and high intellect would eventually find love and passion in each other. None of 

Lou’s enviably practical persona is lost when she reappears in Wildlife, but her suffering has 

changed her. She suffers Fred’s loss as only a highly intelligent teenager can: beyond the 

reach of helpful counsellors and sympathy. While her sharp intellect protects her from the 

pitfalls that come with being The New Girl in Class, it simultaneously renders all simple, 

practical salvations from grief defunct.  

Sibylla, on the other hand, has been treated to the ultimate beautiful swan makeover, care 

of a glamorous, fashion-editing aunt. The transformative set-up almost dips into cliché when 

her aunt talent-spots her niece on a family holiday. Pimples? Roaccutane. Braces? Off last 

week. Glasses away and, magic hands, Sibylla is this month’s ethereal elf on the billboard in 

St Kilda junction. It’s a plotline that wouldn’t be out of place in Gossip Girl and Wood 

allows the reader to enjoy Sibylla’s sudden, meteoric rise from awkward to awesome. 

However, no baggage is forgotten on this interplanetary flight and it is immediately apparent 

that, despite her age, Sibylla is simply too mature to properly enjoy the cachet that becoming 

an instant supermodel bestows. Like Lou, her emotional intellect is already beginning to 

separate her from her peers. Particularly her best friend, Holly.  



 

 

A sharply portrayed mean girl, Holly is bitchy, competitive, manipulative and jealous; 

the poisonous product of a controlling, competitive mother. At first, Holly’s wickedness 

seems to be a weakness in the exposition. While Lou immediately sees her for what she is, 

from Sibylla’s viewpoint, Holly is always given a free pass, despite her increasingly hurtful 

behaviour. Sibylla’s blithe forgiveness of Holly initially weakens her otherwise strong 

characterisation as a teenage girl grappling with a host of adult experiences for which she is 

unprepared, such as fame, grief, sex and betrayal. 

Lou and Sibylla are, in their own ways, unwilling debutantes to these experiences and 

much of the story is built upon the complexities each brings with it. The plots of young adult 

novels will often revolve around a single event, due to their format as portrayals of a moment 

of growth in young people’s lives. These can take the form of a rite of passage like a school 

formal, or a trial of adversity like a natural disaster. Wood avoids this trope completely, using 

a term at Mt Fairweather as an almost self-consciously manufactured form of adversity. Lou 

sums up the brochure-bolstering intent of the camp at first glance: 

Architect-designed faux-utilitarian; probably utilitarian as well. What I mean is: 

functional, but also concerned with appearing to be functional, or in other words, 

show-off functional. (37) 

In this way, Wood begins to subtly guide the reader towards the kind of growing up our 

protagonists are going to do. Lou’s dry assessment of her new classmates as ‘a bunch of 

private-school clones’ (11) and the school itself set the tone for the whole book: ‘a jolly 

outdoorsy camp called Mt Fairweather where you can learn to be jolly and jolly well fend for 

yourselves and run up a jolly mountain and learn which way’s north and how to make a fire 

and incinerate some jolly marshmallows, no doubt’ (10). 

Lou is indeed correct. Mt Fairweather is a faux-utilitarian (fauxtilitarian?) summer 

college for the wealthy and protected. There will be no adversity to overcome in the beauty of 

south-eastern Australia’s national parks, and a term spent surviving the air-conditioned dorms 

and bulk catering barely qualifies as a rite of passage. The journey Lou and Sibylla undertake 

is the one that makes the story in this young adult book so recognisable for all readers. Each 

must forcibly let go of an identifiable element of their childhoods which is still very present 

in their lives and suddenly, the crucible of the school camp setting becomes paramount for 

the structure of the story. Lou must let go of the memory of her dead friend, while Sibylla 

must let go of her very present best friend, and each must accomplish this or become lost. As 



 

 

the story winds on through a series of utterly typical school camp experiences – shared 

dorms, frequent exercise, disappointing food, overnight hikes and ghost stories – Wood 

draws the emotional strings of her characters tighter and tighter. The sequence in which 

Sibylla recalls the beginnings of her best-friendship with Holly, and the path it winds to the 

present, is almost the quintessential portrait of the birth and death of a relationship between 

young people. But it goes further than that; with the flashback and the build up to it, Wood 

captures a handful of the principle elements that comprise the complex, intense friendships 

between teenagers. Sibylla’s acquiescence to Holly’s abusive, dismissive behaviour, no 

matter how bad it eventually becomes, suddenly fits perfectly into the broader picture of what 

she must achieve in order to take that important step from child to adult. This is where young 

adult literature truly shines as a genre, for who does not recognise the beauty and poignancy 

in the pain of those moments in our lives when everything truly does change forever?  

  

                                                
1 Six Impossible Things (Sydney, Pan Macmillan, 2010), 228. 
	  


